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Accredited Lock Supply
 KEY SAFE
OKAY'S KEY SAFE (since 1959)

www.acclock.com

 KEY CHAIN

OKAY'S KEE PAL XL

Worn on Belt.

The leading name in key sales since 1959. So good, even locksmiths
prefer them. You will never lose your key while they are on Okay's.
A popular model for business and professional use.
Chrome Finish.

HS39-N
HS39-NXB
HS39-NXM

CHROME		
BLACK		
METALLIC

50.50
49.30
49.30

12 pc. per card.

OKAY'S KEY SAFE
For Beltless Slacks

The model 37 now supplies the demand brought about by beltless slacks
and trousers. It is worn on the waist band and the gripper tooth will grip
the inside of the waist band and cannot slip up and loose off the trousers.
For belts 1/2"-4" wide.
CHROME		

HS37C

42.40
12 pc per card.

HS79-XL

Black		

49.28/doz

HYDROSORBENT DEHUMIDIFIERS
Prevent Moisture Damage Within Safes
C

HYDROSORBENT SILICA GEL

The desiccant chosen most by government and industry since World War II, silica gel drinks up excess humidity in the air, and prevents condensation, rust, mildew,
corrosion and spoilage within safes and other enclosed areas. Providing a protective shield of dry air, it works like a dehumidfier that requires no electricity.
Non-toxic and safe to use, it remains dry to the touch even when saturated.
Each unit comes with a built-in indicator which turns from blue to pink when the silica gel crystals become saturated with absorbed moisture. Once saturated, silica
gel can be reactivated and made reusable perpetually by heating the unit in an ordinary oven.

750 GRAM SILICA GEL

Steel cannister, 6" high x 4"

450 GRAM SILICA GEL in diameter. Ideal for safes,
7" x 4 1/2" x 2" corrugated vaults, lockers and large
carton. Ideal for safes and cabinets. Protects an area up
display cabinets. Protects up to 57cu. ft.
to 33 cu. ft.

40 GRAM SILICA GEL

Compact 4" x 2" x 1/2" aluminum canister.
Ideal for gun, camera cases, tool box, silver
drawers, etc. Protects 3 cubic feet.

HYSG40

HYSG450

15

20

HYSG750

4320

900 GRAM SILICA GEL

8 1/2" x 6" x 3" corrugated
carton. Ideal for larger lockers,
closets, safes, cabinets and
vaults. Protects up to 66 cu. ft.

HYSG900

2410

698
1.800.652.2835
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